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King Stephen’s reign (1135-54) when, ac-
cording to the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle, men
said ‘Christ and His saints slept’, [ASC 265]
has been the subject of considerable docu-
mentary historical research. Chapter 1, In-
troduction, explains that this book is an
attempt to give a wider perspective, review-
ing archaeology, architecture and other ma-
terial evidence to investigate whether there
was anarchy, and how, where and why the
conflicts of the period were conducted (p 3;
page references are to the book unless not-
ed). The authors explain how the archaeo-
logical record of the twelfth century is
relatively limited and securely dating sites
and objects to a two decade period challeng-
ing (p 8-10, 280).

Chapter 2, Historical Outline and the Geog-
raphy of ‘Anarchy’, is a good summary of
complex events, including the important point
that control of Normandy was central to the
struggle (p 30).  The geographical spread of
activity is illustrated by interesting maps of
itineraries, particularly of Stephen, divided into
phases of his reign.  Early on, he went to
Cornwall and north onto Scottish territory (in
both cases accompanied by his army) but most-
ly he was in central and southern England, with
forays to Lincolnshire and, occasionally, York.
WAGING WAR: FIELDS OF CONFLICT AND
SIEGE WARFARE

The subject of Chapter 3 (title above) is a
critical issue in assessments of the Anarchy.
Creighton and Wright note that pitched battles
were rare and sieges dominated (p 34, 40).
Church authorities attempted to regulate war,
in particular protecting the Church’s posses-
sions (p 36), but also deployed ‘spiritual weap-
ons’, such as the saints’ banners on the mast
(the Standard) at Northallerton (p 45).  And a
bishop, in a pre-battle speech at Northallerton,
as recorded by Henry of Huntingdon, promised
that English defenders killed in combat would
be absolved from all penalty for sin. [HH 71]
Laying waste enemies’ estates was a normal
by-product of Anglo-Norman warfare, not
unique to Stephanic conflict (p 37-8).
  A theme in military history, why one side
triumphed, the authors think is redundant for
the civil war of Stephen’s reign, as it ended in
deadlock (p 3).  Civil wars is perhaps a more
accurate description, because the conflict had
phases, pauses, participants left and joined or
changing sides, and some fought or rebelled for
reasons not directly related to the struggle for
the crown e.g. King David of Scots expansion-
ist policies.  These factors were not unusual in
twelfth century war, when fighting was often
interspersed with truces, negotiations and polit-
ical realignments.  Stephen’s ability to fall out
with members of the nobility and senior
churchmen, particularly his habit of arresting
them at court, which gave him a reputation for
being underhand, [E King 227-8, 334-5] regu-
larly fuelled outbreaks of rebellion.
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Figure 3.1 (a) (p 35) is a map showing battles
and ‘other military engagements’.  The two
main battles are examined: the Standard 1138
(northern English barons defeated King David
of Scots, who was loosely affiliated to Matilda)
and Lincoln 1141 (Stephen defeated and cap-
tured by Robert of Gloucester) (p 43-6).  There
were two routs: Winchester 1141 (royalists
captured Robert of Gloucester) and Wilton
1143 (Stephen fled from Robert of Glouces-
ter’s forces).  In nineteen years the number of
battles was low because battle was deliberately
avoided, due to the risks or a reluctance to face
the king, the Lord’s anointed (p 40-2), although
the latter reason cannot have influenced Robert
of Gloucester, Empress Matilda’s half-brother,
who initiated battle at Lincoln and Wilton.
Military history without battles can be difficult
to understand.  Conflicts can often be coherent-
ly summarised by battles that changed its
course (e.g. Trafalgar) or marked its end (e.g.
Waterloo).  A measure of a general’s strategic
skills is how he manoeuvred his army to force
his enemy into battle at a time and place fa-
vourable to himself, and his battlefield judg-
ments, in arranging his forces and reacting to
events, demonstrated his tactical abilities.
Without battles, how are these assessed?  The
authors do not dwell on the ideas behind the
conduct of twelfth century war, so I offer a
brief explanation in the next three sections of
aspects of these wars without battles.
Warfare: battle (avoidance of)
Twelfth century war had a logic (different to
modern Clausewitz derived military ‘rationali-
ty’), reflecting principles found in the Epitoma
Rei Militaris, by the fourth century Roman
author Vegetius.  Creighton and Wright’s sole
mention of Vegetius recounts how Geoffrey of
Anjou, Empress Matilda’s husband, consulted
Book IV for a solution to a siege problem
(p 49), but military historians generally consid-
er Vegetius’ influence was considerable.  In
Volumes 1 (2002) and 2 (2004) of the Journal
of Medieval Military History Clifford Rogers,
Stephen Morillo and John Gillingham debated
‘Vegetian’ strategy.  Gillingham had earlier
summed up Vegetius’ advice on giving battle

in one word: ‘Don’t’. [Gillingham 198]  An
exaggeration, of course, but Vegetius listed
many factors to be considered, and warned of
difficulties facing large armies e.g. they were
vulnerable to ambushes at river crossings, ra-
tions run out, and disease was an ever present
hazard. [Vegetius 80-2, 63]
  In his General Rules, a summary section
popular in the Middle Ages, Vegetius stated:
‘Good generals never engage in a general en-
gagement except when opportunity offers, or
under great necessity’, and gave an alternative:
‘It is preferable to subdue an enemy by famine,
raids and terror, than in battle where fortune
tends to have more influence than bravery’.
[Vegetius 108-111 (Book III, chapter 26, Gen-
eral Rules of war)]  Food supplies were critical,
‘for armies are more often destroyed by starva-
tion than battle’; ‘food should be sufficient for
you while dearth should break the enemy’.
Therefore, supplies ‘should be assembled at
points well-placed for waging war and very
well fortified’, and anything ‘which the enemy
invader can seize for his own sustenance
should be collected into strong forts’. [Vege-
tius 65-6]  Ironically, Vegetius’ main princi-
ples were probably more relevant in the twelfth
than the fourth century.
  Medieval armies were, as Creighton and
Wright note, often loosely organised (p 155).
They were coalitions: of the royal household,
noble allies and their contingents, mercenaries,
local levies, irregulars etc.  These contingents
were of variable quality and differing levels of
commitment. Magnates had their own, some-
times competing, interests; levies no longer
possessed the capabilities of an Anglo-Saxon
fyrd shield-wall, and though they would fight
in defence of their own localities, they were
likely to be unreliable further afield.  In 1137
Stephen’s army in Normandy advanced to face
Angevin forces, but quarrels and suspicions
among the magnates resulted in his army disin-
tegrating, and little was achieved. [E King
74-5]  At the battle of Lincoln Stephen’s earls
and William of Ypres, his mercenary com-
mander, fled soon after the Angevins began
getting the upper hand; the earls’ commitment
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was limited and William considered the battle
lost, and probably that Stephen should not have
fought. [Bradbury 97]  The Scots army at the
battle of the Standard was drawn from various
sources: different clans of Scots (Richard of
Hexham distinguishes ‘Picts’ from Scots), and
northern English. [RH 69]  Their small cavalry
contingent was largely composed of Englishmen
and Normans. [HH 72]  The defeated Scots
suffered heavy casualties, probably more in the
pursuit than in the battle.  They were hunted
down and summarily dispatched [HH 72], ‘like
sheep for the slaughter’.  The fleeing Scots lost
cohesion and separate contingents began fight-
ing among themselves. [RH quote 68, 69]  Bat-
tles were high risk, subject to chance, defeat
often had disastrous consequences, and victory
did not necessarily bring advantages commensu-
rate with the risks and losses.  With these factors
in mind, a twelfth century commander accepting
battle usually kept his tactics simple.
  Creighton and Wright suggest that Stephanic
battles were not decisive; despite King David’s
crushing defeat at Northallerton, he retained
possession of Cumberland and Northumber-
land, and Stephen’s defeat and capture at Lin-
coln had little impact, being reversed by the
capture of Robert of Gloucester at Winchester
(p 43); incidentally, both of these actions arose
from sieges. But, had David triumphed he
would have gained control of Durham and
probably York; the decisiveness was his failure
to expand his territorial reach. Both Lincoln
and Winchester were decisive victories, but to
opposing sides. Although the exchange of the
two captives apparently reversed the situation
in England, Geoffrey of Anjou used Stephen’s
incarceration to gain possession of important
castles across Normandy, mainly by negotia-
tion.  From late 1135 he had held Domfront,
Exmes and Argentan castles in southern Nor-
mandy, [RT 46; Bradbury 148] but his cam-
paigns had added little territory to add to Robert
of Gloucester’s Norman powerbases of Caen
and Bayeux and other Angevin supporters’
landholdings in the Cotentin. After Stephen’s
capture in 1141 he gained possession of the
castles of Verneuil and Nonancourt on the
south east border, [OV vi 549] Falaise, the key

to central Normandy, and the bishop of Lisieux
surrendered his city to him. [RT 54-5]  Impor-
tant magnates, notably Waleran of Meulan, sub-
mitted to him.  In 1142 Geoffrey took ten castles
in western Normandy, including Vire and Mor-
tain, the latter Stephen’s personal property (he
was count of Mortain before becoming king).
By 1143 Geoffrey controlled all Normandy
south of the Seine.
Warfare: raids

Logistical support rarely features prominently
in ‘popular’ military history, despite its vital
importance. When considering modern con-
flicts food supply is generally taken for granted
(though civilians starved in both World Wars)
but in earlier periods it was crucial, hence Vege-
tius’ concentration on collecting food in forts
(castles by the Middle Ages) to feed your forces
and deny them to your enemy. Castles were also
bases for the alternative strategy to battle: raid-
ing, and bases for men attempting to intercept
enemy raiders.  Raiding, ravaging, rapine, plun-
dering, burning and laying waste, the elements
of ‘fire and sword’, are often thought of as
ill-disciplined looting and mindless destruction.
Some was, but the general usage of such tech-
niques of attrition had a number of purposes.
Defensive war, paying for men and supplies,
was expensive.  Plundering your enemies’ food
and movable items of value helped pay for war,
and loot was an incentive for a dangerous activ-
ity.  Destroying unmovable items, like growing
crops and buildings, was in line with a Vegetian
maxim that anything that harms your enemy,
helps you (and vice-versa). [Vegetius 108]
Causing terror needs no explanation.  Creighton
and Wright refer to John of Worcester’s (eye-
witness) account of the sack of Worcester in
1139, noting houses fired, stolen livestock and
prisoners abducted (for ransom).  But, in con-
sidering the impact, they focus on the humilia-
tion of its earl, visiting (three weeks) later, who
‘felt as if the damage had been done to himself’
(p 224), rather than the terror, misery and loss
suffered by Worcester’s inhabitants. [JW 273-5]
Demonstrating a rival lord’s inability to defend
his lands could be a motive behind ravaging, but
one of limited practical value.
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The collection of plunder or booty was organ-
ised, and it was often brought together and
distributed according to some form of agreed
share.  By the fourteenth century customs for
distribution were fairly established, though
with variations, particularly over commanders’
shares. [Hewitt 107-9]  Details of how goods
were shared is rare but the principle can be seen
in the twelfth century.  During the Second
Crusade Lisbon surrendered in 1147 and ar-
rangements were made for the Muslim inhabit-
ants to bring their valuables to a central point
to be made common property (of the Crusad-
ers), after which the city would be searched by
the victors to ensure nothing was hidden.  The
Anglo-Norman contingent among the Crusad-
ers followed the arrangements, but the Flem-
ings and men from Cologne began pillaging the
city before the collection was complete, so it
was some time before shares were apportioned
to all. [DEL 175-7]  The Scots had some form
of sharing system; in raids on Yorkshire in
early 1138, the Scots carried off many women,
who were distributed along with other booty.
After the battle of the Standard some of these
women were released at Carlisle, at the request
of the Papal legate, by the more pious captors.
[RH 63, 72]  Of course, irregulars were diffi-
cult to control.  In 1153, after the basic princi-
ples of a peace agreement had been agreed at
Wallingford, but while hostilities continued,
Robert of Torigni recorded a minor action
when Duke Henry (later Henry II), with three
hundred men, drove a contingent of Stephen’s
men back into Oxford.  Meanwhile, Henry’s
light-armed troops following him, had gathered
‘an immense booty’ in the district.  Henry
ordered the booty given back, because ‘he had
come for the purpose of delivering the poor
from the pillaging hands of their powerful op-
pressors, and not that he should plunder them
himself’. [RT 71-2]
  Creighton and Wright have mapped docu-
mented ‘depopulations, raids and devastation
events’ (fig. 3.1 (b) p 36) and ‘attested land-
scape devastation’ (fig. 8.6, (a) and (b), p
244-5).  Raids are certainly under reported, and
probably numbered many hundreds.  Mapping
areas of devastation involves estimating sub-

jective factors, but it helps illustrate areas of
high stress conflict, and regions nearby where
people would have been fearful of falling victim.
Warfare: sieges

Militarily, castles were bases for collecting sup-
plies, launching raids, and intercepting enemies,
needed at sites ‘well-placed for waging war’,
including to counter enemy castles used as raid-
ing bases.  Some castles were strongpoints ena-
bling control to be exercised over an area; an
aggressor wishing to take control over that area
had, ultimately, to capture such castles.  After
the attrition of raiding, capturing an enemies’
castles, generally one at a time, and gaining
some control over their territory, was a method
of subduing them.   It was an alternative strate-
gy to battle, more time consuming but much
lower risk.

  I have to disagree with the authors on as-
pects of the military significance of castles.
They state the eastern Scots border, was a
zone ‘characterised by powerful but under-
garrisoned castles such as Norham and Wark
(both Northumberland) which consistently
failed to halt incursions’ (p 39). That is true
but misleading.  Castles generally could not
block incursions, but it is doubtful a medieval
commander expected them to.  Their function
was to ‘buy time’, their small garrisons hold-
ing up or occupying superior invading forces
so the numbers of the enemy advancing be-
yond them were fewer and moved more slow-
ly, allowing defending forces to muster.  The
more active castles in a locality, the more
effective at slowing enemies they tended to
be. [Hulme 2011/12 192-3] Wark’s defenders
were a particular nuisance to King David
throughout 1138. [Purton 267]
  For these reasons ‘castle war’ dominated
twelfth century warfare 3.1 (c) (p 37) is a map
of documented sieges and castle seizures 1135-
53, showing 105 separate sieges at 75 sites (p
47).  My lists record 164 intended attempts to
take possession of fortified places, castles and
towns (some potential double counting when
town and castle attacked).  I also note over 20
attacks on castles in Wales which, while not part
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of the English kingdom, were related to the
conflict there.  Creighton and Wright point out
that their figures (and mine) are understatements
due to the relatively sparse nature of the sources,
and they emphasise that many ‘sieges’ were not
‘set-piece’ sieges but lower intensity actions,
frequently with minimal violence.  There is a
good general discussion about siege warfare,
including siege engines; stonethrowers were
limited in power at this time (p 47-51). [See also
Peter Purton’s review of the major sieges and
the methods employed: Purton 263-79]
  I would observe that an attacker’s initial
attempt was often via extortion (typically after
capturing the castle’s owner), and many physi-
cal attacks were surprise attacks, particularly
when intelligence suggested a garrison was
under strength or unprepared.  Failing surprise,
negotiations were commenced and threats is-
sued, including hanging captives or offering
bribes.  If defenders ignored threats or refused
to negotiate attackers either abandoned the
siege or began a blockade.  I agree with the
authors that the circumstances of blockade al-
lowed opportunities to negotiate, and the estab-
lishment of conventions which moderated
violence, though with significant limitations,
especially for non-knightly classes (p 48).
However, the application of important conven-
tions such as granting truces, especially condi-
tional respite (where defenders agreed to
surrender if not relieved by a certain date),
were at the discretion of the besieger.  Minor
castles were quite often assaulted but direct
assaults on a well defended castle were likely
to incur heavy casualties, even when supported
by siege engines.  In January 1138 Scots as-
saults on Wark (Northumberland) with ma-
chines failed with heavy casualties, including
King David’s standard bearer. [RH 60]   At
Faringdon (Berkshire) in 1145, Stephen used
stone throwing engines (machinae) and hails of
arrows to keep up a missile onslaught and
support assaults up the ramparts to the palisade.
Under this pressure the defenders’ command-
ers made a secret agreement to surrender; [GS
ch 94; HH 84; Bradbury 135] Creighton and
Wright describe it as a ‘shady deal’ (p 61).  But
such assaults were rare.  The absence of any

references to moveable siege towers in
Stephen’s wars, [Purton 277] probably reflects
this reluctance to storm prepared defences.
Siege towers had been used successfully in the
Crusades, notably at Jerusalem in 1099, though
the (desperate) Crusaders suffered high casual-
ties and massacred the defenders after finally
breaking in.  At Lisbon in 1147 Anglo-Nor-
mans helped construct and, with difficulty,
move a siege tower forward while beating off
attacks; the defenders surrendered when it had
almost reached the city wall. [DEL 143-65]
Crusaders accepted high risks, otherwise most
men wanted to limit them, so the preferred
method of besieging a strong castles was block-
ade, often by siege castle.
  The Normans used siege castles before the
Conquest, [Hulme 2006] and they were a major
feature of war in Stephen’s reign, to which
Creighton and Wright devote considerable at-
tention, including recent archaeological evi-
dence (p 51-62).  A map (fig. 3.5 p 54) shows
17 documented (doubtless an understatement of
actual numbers) and 7 undocumented possible
siege castles.  Of the latter, a couple are at the
sites of documented sieges (e.g. Corfe); others,
such as Pickering, might represent Stephanic
sieges. These figures exclude campaign or tem-
porary castles, such as the three built against
Hugh Bigod in Suffolk in 1145 (see below).
The sieges of Wallingford provide a good case
study (p 62-74).  I am unconvinced that siege
castles were the materialisation of violence as a
‘communicative strategy’ of affirming group
identity (I am unsure what this means), nor that
they were an extension of the ‘military aura or
charisma exerted by Anglo-Norman kings’ (p
61-2).  Although the presence of a king could
be decisive, assessments of Stephen’s character
generally omit charisma, [e.g. E King 338-9]
and some of his siege or campaign castles were
built to continue a campaign while he went
elsewhere. [e.g. GS ch. 84; more generally
Purton 266]  The authors make a good case that
Stephen’s network of campaign fortresses to
hem in Geoffrey de Mandeville represented a
successful, unified strategy (p 264).  They see
siege castles as having psychological and sym-
bolic purposes within a heavily codified mode
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of war, (p 81, 282) but were not castles ‘as con-
ventionally understood’ (p 52).  However, con-
temporary chroniclers made no distinction,
adding no qualifiers to castellum, their generally
preferred term.  Castellum, of course, could be
applied to a variety of structures that we probably
would not term castles, (p 86, 282) the common
factor being military significance.

CASTLES

Chapter 4 is entitled Architecture and Au-
thority: Castles.  Control of castles equated to
control over territory and some were at the heart
of the conflict (p 80). Creighton and Wright
reassess changing views of the castles of the
period in an interesting section, adding a revi-
sionist view suggesting castles could be used by
magnates to further a policy of ‘armed neutrali-
ty’, not as fighting machines.  It is true that, like
all weapons, use depends on events, so ‘castles
were not weapons that were necessarily actually
used’. (p 81).  But armed neutrality requires you
be armed, ready to deter or resist forces contem-
plating violating your neutrality. Deterrents only
works if credible. Therefore, if a magnate re-
paired, garrisoned and provisioned a castle to
deter, it had to be capable of practical (not sym-
bolical) resistance although he hoped it would
remain untested.  This is in line with Vegetius’
most famous advice: ‘he who desires peace, let
him prepare for war’. [Vegetius 62]
  The authors give a good summary of ‘adulter-
ine castles’, subject to inevitable debatable
points e.g. were there royal rights of rendability
in England?  Hopefully they should no longer
be equated with ‘unlicensed’ castles (p 82-4).
Castle building proliferated 1135-54, and
builders, albeit temporarily, moved down the
social scale, so ‘the mid-twelfth century
marked the high watermark of private fortifica-
tion in England’ (p 87).  Creighton and Wright
investigate, primarily via archaeology, the
range of this building, identifying three themes:
re-use (e.g. hillforts, Silchester’s Roman am-
phitheatre and re-activated castles such as
Trowbridge, Goltho and Radcot), enmotted
towers (small towers of wood or stone set with-
in mottes, such as South Mimms and Ascot
D’Oilly) and stone donjons (see below).

The chapter ends with reflections on post con-
flict ‘de-militarisation’, the destruction or
slighting of, as the Gesta Stephani puts it, ‘new
castles’ (p 111).  Such destruction was a feature
of Norman warfare; William of Poitiers records
how Duke William ordered the destruction of
all new fortifications (munitiones nouarum)
around 1050 after defeating rebels. [Hulme
2006]  Creighton and Wright emphasise that
slighting a castle, as well as removing a military
strongpoint, was highly symbolic in demon-
strating the emasculation of a lord (p 112-4), of
great impact because it was personal to the lord,
not imposed on his tenants.
  I would add that ‘military interpretations’ of
twelfth century castles relate to their functions
as fortified bases for offensive and defensive
action, plus the dominance that could be exerted
from them over their localities (legitimately or
otherwise) in the absence of a superior enemy
army.  These functions did not depend on de-
tails of architectural design, or specific forms; a
castle could be strong without a great tower,
motte, or stonework (which chroniclers only
noted incidentally).  Creighton and Wright re-
mind us that chroniclers’ descriptions of a castle
as strong ‘is often due to the qualities of their
settings or garrisons’ (p 84), and chroniclers
‘emphasise how castles drew their strength
from their physical position in the landscape as
much as from their defences’, citing Bristol as a
prime example (p 85).  The natural advantages
of a castle site were important, and the experi-
ence and commitment of defenders and their
commander was probably the most important
defensive factor in most sieges.

ARMS AND ARMOUR

Most of Chapter 6 is devoted to the evidence
for arms and armour, from manuscript illustra-
tions, seals, sculpture and archaeology, from
swords to horse pendants.  The authors’ general
conclusion is that arms and armour had not
progressed significantly since 1066; knights
looked similar though their armour provided
more protection.  Archery may be an exception.
Although crossbows were used in the eleventh
century the earliest post Conquest ‘nuts’ (part of
the mechanism holding and releasing the bow-
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string) found seem to be mid-twelfth century
and bodkin-type arrowheads (long, thin and
able to puncture mail) came into use, possibly
on a large scale, during the Anarchy period (p
169-71).
  In their conclusions, Creighton and Wright
state that, concerning the conduct of war, ‘the
interpretations advanced here stress that ele-
ments of martial choreography were present in
a conflict that is most commonly associated
with chaos and destruction’ (p 282).  My dic-
tionary defines ‘choreography’ as arranging
dance or song; more clarity of meaning would
be helpful.  The theatrical theme also appears
in the title of Chapter 6: ‘Performing Violence:
Arms, Armour and Military Apparel’, and ap-
parently the battlefield: ‘Performances of vio-
lence on the battlefield included tournament-
like jousts, and the principle aim of most clash-
es was to capture and ransom rather than kill
high-status opponents’ (p 283).Capturing high-
status opponents’ was profitable (from ran-
soms, which could include instructing captives
to order their vassals to surrender castles etc.)
and increased the likelihood you would be
spared if captured.  The vast majority of com-
batants, however, were not high-status.
  The spectacle and theatricality in tournaments
(p. 180-1) would have been largely appreciated
only by the participants, for early tournaments
were mass events, mock battles, with cavalry
charges and mêlées fought over a wide area.
Hunting was another activity which helped
train knights and warhorses.  Creighton and
Wright consider it ‘is a mistake to differentiate
the martial and symbolic functions of display
on the medieval battlefield’ (p 160).  They note
how ‘chroniclers marvelled at the aesthetic
spectacle of large gatherings of armed men’ (p
154).  Examples (not cited by Creighton and
Wright) are Richard of Hexham describing the
English advancing to the Battle of the Standard
in ‘costly splendour, as to a royal marriage’,
[RH 68] and Jordan Fantosme’s Old French
poem about the 1173-4 revolt against Henry II.
Jordan, with the English defenders of Wark
awaiting attack, described the advancing Scots
army as magnificent, ‘L’ost fud merveillus’.

[JF 91, line 1195]  However, such perspectives
were not uniquely medieval.  Ensign Gronow,
1st Foot Guards, describing French cuirassi-
ers at Waterloo in 1815, wrote: ‘Not a man
present who survived could have
forgotten…the awful grandeur of that (caval-
ry) charge…an overwhelming, long moving
line, which, ever advancing, glittered like a
stormy wave of the sea when it catches the
sunlight’.  [Chandler 1081]  A Napoleonic
battlefield would have been a more colourful
spectacle (until enveloped in gun smoke) than
a twelfth century battlefield.  Display and war
coexisted because, until mid-nineteenth centu-
ry, most battlefield weapons were inaccurate
and had an effective range of less than 200
yards.  Therefore, dense formations were gen-
erally preferred for battle.  Aspects of display
were useful e.g. standards or flags were rally-
ing points.  Heraldry, in its infancy in
Stephen’s reign, was helpful for identification.
Hiding identity, numbers or weapons were
usually only employed for ambush or surprise.
  The authors consider the status of the warrior
class, knights, and the emerging culture of
chivalry.  Their arms, particularly very expen-
sive swords, expressed their social status and
blended ceremonial and symbolic value, even
religious ideals, with functionality (p 154,
163).  Although Creighton and Wright de-
scribe knights as the backbone of twelfth cen-
tury armies (p 155), they don’t expand on this,
indeed they tend to downplay their military
functions, arguing the supposed dominance of
cavalry on the battlefield has probably been
overstated, as knights frequently fought on
foot e.g. the battle of the Standard (p 45, 286).
Moreover, in sieges, the ‘dominant mode’ of
war, mounted men rarely made much impact;
at Wallingford cavalry may have ‘constituted
a mere show of force’ (p 69).  Knights were
more than just cavalry, so the next section I
offer some observations on their role.
Knighthood
Knights were effectively professionals.  They
trained to fight, on foot or horseback, in the best
armour and with the best weapons.  Fighting as
cavalry required excellent horsemanship.  The
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advantages of cavalry, speed and mobility,
were routinely exploited, not just for surprise
attacks, raids, ambushes and pursuit of fleeing
enemies but also for intelligence gathering,
scouting, reconnaissance and communication.
Messages would frequently be relayed verbal-
ly, therefore messengers had to be trustworthy,
familiar to the recipient’s household and of
sufficient rank and social graces to relate, and
possibly discuss issues, with magnates.
Knights provided an example; Jordan Fantos-
me reports how the castellan of Wark in 1174,
after repulsing the first Scottish attack, exhort-
ed his sergeants, soldiers and archers to defend
themselves like noble knights (gentilz cheva-
liers). [JF 93]  ‘Knight’ derives from Old Eng-
lish cniht, suggesting the English recognised
their main functions. [e.g. ASC 225 and n16]
  With their social standing knights formed an
obvious ‘officer class’, capable of conducting
a castle defence, or leading an assault.  During
sieges they carried out mounted patrols, seek-
ing relieving forces, foraging or raiding locally,
as the besiegers of Pont Audemer (Normandy)
did in 1123 (p 48).  Cavalry charges as an
opening battle tactic usually failed (archers
shot the horses e.g. Bourgthéroulde).  Effective
charges were delivered after infantry forma-
tions had been engaged and weakened, e.g.
Henry I’s victory at Tinchbray, Normandy,
1106, or to inflict casualties and capture ene-
mies in a pursuit, e.g. remounted Anglo-Nor-
man knights at Brémule, 1119, and
Bourgthéroulde, 1123, pursuing the French.
  Medieval chronicles are full of night marches,
ambushes, raids and sieges, some fiercely
fought, some seemingly going through the mo-
tions before negotiation and surrender.  The
following example occurred in the revolt
against Henry II.  In 1174 King William of
Scotland invaded the north of England, as he
had done in 1173.  He advanced on Prudhoe
castle (Northumberland), hoping to take it by
surprise, but the defenders were prepared and
beat off attacks by the Scots and their Flemish
mercenary allies.  After three days King Wil-
liam decided they were unlikely to take Prud-
hoe easily and raised the siege, but not before

destroying standing crops of wheat, stripping
the gardens and slashing the bark of fruit trees.
His plan was for part of his army to ravage the
lands of Prudhoe’s lord and another to lay
waste the coast, while he laid siege to Alnwick
castle.  English knights gathered at Newcastle
learnt King William was at Alnwick with a
relatively small force.  They decided on a night
march to Alnwick (over 30 miles distant) where
the selected scouts they had sent forward re-
ported to them.  On hearing the Scots’ king was
eating, the English knights launched a surprise
attack, charging forward, yelling their battle
cries.  The bulk of Jordan Fantosme’s account
of the ensuing mêlée sounds like a tournament
report: the deeds of named valiant knights,
some ‘splendidly accoutred’, the granting of
parole to an opponent brought down ‘as is
customary with a knight’. King William
charged boldly into the fray and he and his
companions put up a tremendous fight, until a
sergeant (serjant) thrust his lance into the
King’s horse, bringing it down and trapping
William underneath.  The king surrendered and
was soon conveyed to Newcastle ‘with all
consideration’.
  But there was great slaughter of the Flemings,
the fields ‘strewn with their bowels torn from
their bodies’.  After King William’s capture the
English knights, who ‘have no love for the
Flemings’ carried on killing them.  Meanwhile,
six miles from Alnwick, at Warkworth, Scots
raiders desecrated St. Lawrence’s church, cas-
trated three priests and murdered three hundred
people, along with burning and laying waste.
[JF 123-41, quotes 139, 135; Jordan stated he
was an eyewitness at Alnwick, 133, line 1769
and 135, line 1804]
  Here was an attempted surprise attack on a
castle, a stout defence, destruction and laying
waste, knights as expert scouts, a night march
and ambush, leading to a mêlée of chivalrous
knights, who treated each other with due courte-
sy, though the English knights ruthlessly killed
enemy mercenaries.  And nearby an atrocity was
committed.  This was the mix of medieval war.
The action was decisive because of the capture
of the Scottish king.  Knightly courtesy obscures
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the penalties imposed through ransoms, and
Jordan Fantosme understood why some valiant
English rebels with the Scots fled the field, to
avoid the wrath of Henry II.

COIN EVIDENCE AND EAST ANGLIA

Chapter 5 investigates material culture, ce-
ramics, art, church architecture, heraldry etc.
Particularly significant are coins, because they
can be dated, and there is an interesting synthe-
sis of a complex subject.  Stephen issued four
penny types, the first and last struck by over 40
mints nationally, but the middle two types by
only approximately 20 mints (fig. 5.3 p 140,
142).  There were numerous unofficial coin
types, some by Empress Matilda and her sup-
porters but some by earls loyal to Stephen (fig.
5.4 p 144). This latter phenomenon reflected
massive disruption to the coinage system, im-
plying loss of royal control and probably dis-
ruption of trade, though not anarchy.  By my
estimation only eleven mints struck all four of
Stephen’s issues, all east of a line running from
the Wash to Bedford to Sussex.  At first sight
these mints, in East Anglia, London and the
south-east, the most prosperous regions of the
kingdom, were in areas largely under
Stephen’s control, but this is misleading.  The
south-east, roughly from Arundel (Sussex),
where Matilda landed in 1139, to Windsor then
east along the Thames, only saw sieges at
Dover and Leeds in 1138 and Pevensey in
1147.  But Bedford was besieged in late 1137,
1146 and 1153, and East Anglia was arguably
not as peaceful as Creighton and Wright claim.
They state that in early 1145 ‘Stephen was
engaged in campaigning against Hugh Bigod
in the only significant military operations in
East Anglia during the conflict’ (p 27).  This
view depends on their interpretation of ‘signif-
icant’, whether there were connections with
nearby conflict, and whether armed political
opposition was insignificant.
  In 1136, apparently on a rumour Stephen was
dead, Hugh Bigod seized Norwich castle ‘by
stealth’, and had to be ejected. [HH 68]
Stephen perhaps took Walton castle (northern
Essex) in 1139. [D J C King ii 460]  More
certainly he took Bungay castle (Suffolk) from

Hugh Bigod in 1140.  In these circumstances
the newly discovered writ of Stephen’s of
c1140 in favour of William of Ypres, his merce-
nary commander, with estates including the port
of Orford (Suffolk, 12 miles from Hugh’s base
at Framlingham Castle) may be less about secur-
ing access to a maritime route to Flanders for
military and trade purposes (p 39), and more
about trying to establish a local counter to Hugh
Bigod.  Stephen and Hugh made peace later in
1140 (p 25), but Hugh fled from Stephen’s army
at the battle of Lincoln, and defected to Matilda
in April 1141.  In 1143-4 Cambridgeshire and
the Fenlands were engulfed by Geoffrey de
Mandeville’s revolt, the subject of an excellent
case study in Chapter 9 (Anarchy on the Fen
Edge: Case Study of the Isle of Ely p 251-78).
  The Gesta Stephani states Geoffrey associat-
ed himself with Hugh, ‘because he too…most
vehemently troubled the king’s peace and the
king’s forces’. [GS ch. 84]  Hugh’s power
base was east Suffolk, where royal control had
probably been ineffective since 1140. [E King
220]  In 1145 Hugh, learning Stephen was
campaigning in Gloucestershire, set ‘his forc-
es round the king’s castles for plunder’.
Stephen rapidly arrived, scattered Hugh’s
men, wasted his land and remaining ‘a very
long period’, built three castles, ‘where Hugh
was most in the habit of raiding’. [GS ch. 90]
Stephen apparently did not capture any of
Hugh’s castles, possibly because he had to
turn his attention elsewhere, first in dealing
with the castellan he had appointed to hold
(Saffron) Walden castle in Essex (confiscated
from Geoffrey de Mandeville), who refused to
allow royal forces entry, [GS ch. 91] secondly,
to fight Robert of Gloucester in the Thames
Valley in an important, and successful, cam-
paign.  Stephen’s many opponents made it
difficult to concentrate on one for sufficient
time.  Opponents were not all baronial.  When
Theobald, Archbishop of Canterbury slipped
out of the country without his permission,
Stephen refused to allow him back.  However,
Theobald sailed to Suffolk and, under the
protection of Hugh Bigod, held court at Fram-
lingham castle until he was reconciled with
Stephen (1148). [Davis 102, E King 246-8]
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In 1149 Stephen’s son, Eustace, was engaged
against Hugh, ‘an inveterate enemy’ and adver-
saries from Bedford, [GS ch. 115] implying
campaigning in Suffolk and Bedfordshire.  The
Gesta Stephani provides no detail, though its
author was probably not familiar with the area;
the map (p 5 ‘The world of the Gesta Stephani’)
illustrating its south-western perspective re-
veals it contains no place names in Norfolk or
Suffolk.  In August 1153 Eustace died, appar-
ently after plundering the lands of St. Edmunds
Bury in Suffolk. [E King 278]  While his death
removed an impediment to peace, hostilities
continued, including Stephen besieging Hugh
Bigod’s men in Ipswich (Suffolk). [HH 93]
There are hints of other tensions in East Anglia:
the castle of Lindsey, held by a tenant of St.
Edmund’s Abbey, received certain manors to
protect them against the castellans of Milden
and Offton castles, [DJC King ii 458-9] and
Creighton and Wright mention two motte and
baileys, probably of Stephanic era, at Middle-
ton (Norfolk) and Bures (Essex) (p 98).
  Creighton and Wright tend to see castle build-
ing, particularly stonework, as highly display
and status related. While Hugh Bigod aspired to
control Norfolk, and was eventually recognised
as its earl, [Davis 138-9] Norwich was control-
led by royal sheriffs and western Norfolk dom-
inated by two royal loyalists: William
d’Aubigny, earl of Sussex, and William of
Warenne, earl of Surrey, who both undertook
major building work at their Norfolk castles of
Castle Rising and Castle Acre respectively.
Castle Acre
The excavations at Castle Acre of an early
‘country house’ transformed into a donjon, with
a stone curtain surrounding it, largely dated to
the 1140s, are examined by Creighton and
Wright (p 108-10).  While acknowledging the
excavators regarded the transformation as sig-
nifying defence was of paramount importance,
they emphasise the visual aspects of the new
works, to present a ‘landscape of lordship’,
including the observation: ‘That the stretch of
curtain wall immediately in front (to the south)
of the donjon was reduced to half of its original
height120 perhaps also shows the importance of

opening up a clear vista of the new construc-
tion.’  Note 120 refers to the excavators’ report.
[Coad and Streeton 168-9] I cannot locate a
passage stating the curtain was reduced in
height.  The construction sequence was that the
bank of the upper ward was raised and a wall
built upon it.  Soon after, the bank on the north
and west was raised again and a second wall
built on top of the first.  This second wall does
not seem to have been added on the south,
meaning the curtain was considerably lower on
that side. The excavators’ discussion of this
apparent oddity makes the plausible point that
the second, higher, wall strengthened the most
vulnerable sector, where upper ward wall was
the outer wall of the castle, while the south and
east of the inner ward were protected by the
outlying defences of the lower ward and the
earth ramparts of the east barbican. [Coad and
Streeton 174, 179, 192-3, reconstruction of
Period III upper ward and donjon, 1140s, Fig.
16 182.  Note: a version of Fig. 16 appears on p
22 of the 1984 English Heritage guide Castle
Acre Castle by J G Coad, but not in the 1998
EH guide, Castle Acre Castle and Priory by
Jonathan Coad and Glyn Coppack, though a
similar reconstruction drawing appears on p 17]
The scope of the donjon work was drastically
scaled back, to half its planned extent, and
perhaps never completed.  Possibly an intention
to raise the south curtain was not carried out; if
so, perhaps the vista was an influence.
  But not improving defences is clearly quite
different to deliberately weakening or reducing
them for aesthetic reasons, as the authors imply.
William of Warenne probably did not spend
much time at Castle Acre; in 1143-4 he led
forces attempting to stop Geoffrey of Anjou
taking Normandy north of the Seine, where
Warenne held numerous estates.  Contingents
of his men held Rouen castle and Drincourt
(Neufchâtel-en-Bray).  Both were besieged and
eventually surrendered, leaving Geoffrey in
control of all Normandy except Arques castle.
This surrendered in 1145 after its commander
was ‘accidentally killed…by an arrow’. [RT
58-9]  In spring 1147 William of Warenne left
to participate in the Second Crusade, on which
he was killed in January 1148. [E King 233]
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Hedingham
Creighton and Wright claim the donjon at
Hedingham (north Essex) was ‘almost cer-
tainly built from c. 1142 to mark the elevation
of Aubrey de Vere III to the earldom of
Oxford by King Stephen’, and, like Castle
Acre, ‘erected in regions that saw little or no
actual military action in the civil war, lying
as they do in what were strongly royalist
areas’ (p 105).  Clearly, if Hedingham’s mag-
nificent ashlar tower (perhaps taking around
a decade to complete), now regarded by some
castellologists as being designed with little
attention to defence, could be built while war
raged elsewhere during the 1140s, peaceful
and prosperous conditions presumably pre-
vailed in the region.  However, this dating
rests on an error: Stephen did not make Au-
brey an earl in 1141/2 and the circumstances
of their relationship suggests a later start date.
  King Stephen was captured at the battle of
Lincoln in February 1141. In the following
months Empress Matilda sought to make agree-
ments with Stephen’s erstwhile supporters.
Aubrey de Vere’s father met his death in a riot
in London in May 1141, [Crouch] perhaps con-
nected with the activities of his son-in-law Ge-
offrey de Mandeville, custodian of the Tower of
London.  In July 1141 Empress Matilda issued
charters to Geoffrey de Mandeville and Aubrey
de Vere, which included appointing Aubrey an
earl (convoluted provisions were required to
settle which county). [E King 164-5]
  After Stephen’s release in late 1141 it is likely
he regarded Geoffrey and Aubrey with some
suspicion.  In this context it is interesting that
the grants by Matilda to Aubrey were con-
firmed in 1142 in the earliest surviving charter
of Henry, Matilda’s nine year old son and future
Henry II. [E King 180-1, 328]  Aubrey was
closely associated with his brother-in-law Ge-
offrey de Mandeville, an attachment David
Crouch thinks helped make Essex unstable.
They were arrested together by Stephen in late
1143.  Aubrey surrendered Canfield castle to
secure his release. [Crouch]  Geoffrey’s re-
sponse was the fenland war of 1143-4 (p 259-
75).  Under the circumstances, it seems unlikely

Aubrey began an impressive stone donjon dur-
ing this period, particularly to celebrate an earl-
dom conferred on him by Stephen’s rival.
Aubrey seems to have returned to Stephen’s
allegiance by 1145.  In Stephen’s charters he
became Comes Albericus, but this recognition
as count or earl did not specify a county, and is
confused by Aubrey being Count of Guines in
right of his wife until their divorce 1144x46.
[Davis 137-8]  Aubrey had close ties to
Stephen’s wife, Queen Matilda, who died at
Hedingham in May 1152. [E King 264, 339]  I
suggest a more likely commencement of the
donjon at Hedingham would be the late 1140s
or early 1150s, in very different security cir-
cumstances to 1142, though just conceivably it
dates from the late 1130s.

CHURCH AND COUNTRY

Chapters 7 and 8 examine the impact of con-
flict on the church, town and country.  Senior
churchmen, such as Stephen’s brother Henry,
bishop of Winchester, were important political
figures.  Stephen’s arrest of three bishops and
seizure of their strategically important castles in
1139 dogged his relations with the church.
Bishops were great builders, with the distinc-
tions between their palaces and castles blurred.
Some palaces, such as Wolvesey, Witney and
possibly Thetford had towers added to them
around the Anarchy period (p 208-13).  Both
sides ‘fortified’ churches as bases as they
deemed militarily necessary, though the authors
stress that, as well positioned, stone buildings,
often with bell towers, modifications were
probably usually limited to improving sur-
rounding earthworks (sometimes digging up
graves).  A number of interesting examples,
both documented and archaeological, are exam-
ined (p 189-96).  There were many new founda-
tions of monasteries in Stephen’s reign by
patrons on both sides.  At the same time many
monastic properties were plundered or dam-
aged.  Creighton and Wright make the impor-
tant point that apparent ‘opportunism of
rampaging forces might conceal the deliberate
targeting of ecclesiastical properties with a pa-
tron who was also an enemy’ (p 204).  The most
severely damaged were those occupied, such as
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Ramsey Abbey (Huntingdonshire), taken over
by Geoffrey de Mandeville as a fortified base (p
205-7).  Most church leaders, of course, tried to
promote peace, and some magnates attempted
to protect church property.  King David of
Scots promised Hexham Abbey security from
hostilities from himself and his men.  Hexham,
like a number of churches, became a refugee
centre.  David’s protection could not extend to
armed gangs, who raided the abbey’s property,
murdering three servants.  David made some
restitution to the abbey. [RH 62, 69-70, 72]
Creighton and Wright somewhat downplay the
damage to monasteries by some ‘hindsight his-
tory’; they estimate that only ‘10-20% were
damaged (including their estates), and of these
up to 45% may have received reparations.
Viewed over the longue durée, the impact of
the damage is modest’ (p 213).
  A similar view of the population loss during
the conflict, estimated at approximately 2-3%,
is that this was ‘a demographic blip’ on popula-
tion growth (p 247, 283).  This was doubtless
true, though the death toll was probably propor-
tionally more significant than, say, the Napo-
leonic or Second World wars, but the long view
fails to capture the personal experience, impact
and uncertainty of war.  The authors mention
psychology and symbolism of war frequently
but rarely fear, surely the dominant emotion
aroused by war.  They don’t deny the horrors of
war e.g. sacks of Winchester (p 221-3) and
Lincoln (p 47, 225), the impact on the fenlands
(p 263) and of scorched earth policies (p 242).
  However, they introduce what seems a counter
argument, the ‘highly relevant’ concept of
‘trauma theory’; that the horrors of the Anarchy
affected chroniclers, causing them to ‘stray
from literary norms’ (p 243).  Texts that speak
of ‘traumatised experience’ include the Peter-
borough Chronicle continuations (p 244), pre-
sumably the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle’s famous,
generalised, lament. [ASC 263-5]  All chroni-
cles must be treated with caution, but did con-
temporary chroniclers’ accounts of the Anarchy
vary in style from their other writings?  Some
had personal experience of the conflict.  Order-
ic’s account of the men of Saint-Evroul (south-

ern Normandy) hanging seven raiders and then
seeing their town plundered and burnt as a
reprisal is cited by the authors (p 225).  They
don’t mention that flames almost reached the
monastery, home to Orderic, though he does not
relate whether he was present.  This relatively
minor local event was recorded by the most
detailed and voluminous of contemporary
chroniclers (who unfortunately ceased writing
in 1141, aged 66).  How many similar events
went unrecorded because, even if a chronicler
was based nearby he may, like Henry of
Huntingdon or William of Malmesbury, have
been a writer of history, not detail?  The latter
did, however, describe listening to the rantings
of Robert fitzHubert, a renegade Angevin mer-
cenary who took Devizes castle (in a surprise
attack) and retained it for himself.  He was an
archetypal robber baron, eventually hanged by
Robert of Gloucester.
  The anonymous author of the Gesta Stephani
describes how the guileless Bishop of Bath was
kidnapped at a parley and threatened with hang-
ing; he obtained his freedom only by releasing
Geoffrey Talbot, captured making a reconnais-
sance of Bath. [GS ch. 28]  The author of the
Gesta Stephan was probably Robert, Bishop of
Bath, in which case this passage was autobio-
graphical. [GS xxxvii]  Of course, the chroni-
cles might give undue emphasis to the wars as,
being based in Bath, Malmesbury, Worcester,
Peterborough, Hexham and Huntingdon (Henry
was also a canon of Lincoln cathedral), all were
familiar with affected areas.  Conversely, there
may have been more action in East Anglia, the
midlands, Yorkshire and Lincolnshire outside
Lincoln, that we don’t know about because
there was no locally based chronicler.
  I think Creighton and Wright underestimate
the geographical extent of conflict.  They claim
it was ‘tightly focussed in distinct regions’
(p34), largely the Thames Valley and the coun-
ties of Wessex, and is sparsely recorded outside
this zone; the extreme south-east, East Anglia
and the area west of the Pennines were largely
bypassed by the civil war (p 38); They claim
their mapping shows ‘how geographically lim-
ited the conflict really was’ (p 284).  Had this
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been so Stephen would probably have won; he
often gained the upper hand but could not finish
off his opponents in the ‘Wessex’ zone because
he to deal with troubles in other parts of the
country.  I have explained above why I think
East Anglia was not as peaceful as the authors
do, and if the maps of conflict (fig. 3.1 (a) to
(c), p 35-7, fig. 8.6 (a) and (b) p 244-5) were
superimposed I think they would show a wide
geographical spread. The devastation shown
around Plympton on the detailed map of the
1136 south-west campaign (fig. 3.2 p 41), is not
apparently depicted on fig. 3.1 (b); more signif-
icantly, raiding will be massively under-record-
ed, and we should remember that an army had
to march to (and from) every castle besieged or
seized, and obtain supplies while there, which
is likely to have impacted the locality.
  The siege map appears not to show anything
immediately east of Wallingford, though ar-
chaeology has revealed mid-twelfth century
ringwork defences at Desborough Castle, High
Wycombe (Buckinghamshire) (p 99-100), and
charter evidence records a siege at Wycombe,
[DJC King 27 and n.10] probably of the other
castle there, a motte and bailey.  This suggests
(unrecorded) tensions in the Chilterns, between
Wallingford and Windsor.
  Creighton and Wright’s conclusion on wheth-
er Anarchy was prevalent in Stephen’s reign
will not surprise though it’s perhaps too upbeat:
they regard it not as an age of anarchy, but as
an age of transition, across a range of aspects,
encompassing monastic expansion, Roman-
esque art and landscape changes (p 288-9).
Anarchy implies an absence of government.
This was not the case in Stephen’s reign; most
places, most of the time were subject to an
authority.  However, in some areas some of the
time it was not the king’s authority.  Stephen
failed, [E King 320] and the country suffered.
How much, and what the ‘waste’ recorded in
the 1156 records represents, are subjects of
dewbate. [E King 332-3]
Generally, historians are now wary of seeing
anarchy but ‘The Anarchy’ has become a con-
venient label.  Creighton and Wright’s conclu-

sion that the war was conducted like other
Anglo-Norman conflicts, including the devas-
tation of territories and use of mercenaries (p
282-3) is sound, and also applies to wider Fran-
co-Norman conflicts.
  However, their view that sieges, the ‘default’
way of waging war, usually constituted long-
term stand-offs’ (p 283), obscures the paradox
of castle warfare; that, unlike seventeenth cen-
tury relatively static Vauban influenced fortress
warfare, twelfth century war was prosecuted by
small, usually mounted, raiding parties, often
operating from castles.  Sieges were frequently
attempts to limit raiding and siege castles were
utilised precisely because they enabled a signif-
icant proportion of an attacking army to move
on to other objectives.  Besieging forces would
often ravage enemy localities.  Twelfth century
war was not static, but dynamic, destructive,
and in Stephen’s reign, prolonged and wide-
spread.
And finally, the Appendix is a gazetteer of Key
Sites to Visit’ (p 290-4).
  This book represents a bold attempt at a
different, more comprehensive, approach to
issues of medieval war, castles and landscapes,
collecting evidence from many diverse sources.
  Debate on Stephen’s reign and the extent of
the troubles will doubtless continue, but will
now be much better informed. Archaeology
may well provide added information. Metal
detectorists continue to find small items and, of
particular interest, coins, and there is still the
possibility of finding graves associated with the
battle of the Standard (p 281) and, of course,
re-interpretation of past excavations.
  The book is the outcome of a research grant
from the Leverhulme Trust.  Unfortunately, its
price is likely to limit its readership to
academia, which is a pity, because, for those
interested in twelfth century English castles and
their balance between fortification (or potential
to be fortified) and country residence and an
element within seigneurial image (p 286-7), it
is essential reading.

Richard Hulme
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Abbreviations

ASC The Anglo-Saxon Chronicle translated and
edited by Michael Swanton, Dent 1996

DEL The Conquest of Lisbon, De Expugnatione
Lyxbonensi translated by C. W. David, foreword by
Jonathan Phillips, Columbia University Press 2001

GS Gesta Stephani edited and translated by K.
R. Potter, introduction and notes by R. H. C. Davis,
Oxford 1976

HH Henry of Huntingdon, The History of the
English People 1000-1154 translated by Diana
Greenway, Oxford Univ Press 2002 (the complete
Latin text and translation by Greenway was pub-
lished in 1996)

JF Jordan Fantosme’s Chronicle edited and
translated by R. C. Johnston, Oxford 1981

RH ‘Richard of Hexham, The Acts of King
Stephen, and the Battle of the Standard’ in Contem-
porary Chronicles of the Middle Ages, translated by
Joseph Stephenson, Llanerch 1988, pp53-76 (fac-
simile reprint from The Church Historians of Eng-
land of the 1850s)

RT The Chronicle of Robert de Monte (Robert
of Torigni), translated by Joseph Stevenson, Llaner-
ch 1991 (facsimile reprint from The Church Histori-
ans of England of the 1850s)

Vegetius Vegetius: Epitome of Military Science
translated by N. P. Milner, Liverpool University
Press 1993

JW The Chronicle of John of Worcester vol.
III edited and translated by P. McGurk Oxford 1998
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